
“Oh, the puzzles you'll do!” set by Māyā 

 

Across 

1 Sam tried to avoid these eco-friendly urges - and 
Hamlet hasn't let on (5,4,3,3) 

9 Charm discovered during the thirteenth rally (7) 

10 Beast of burden active by man (he's from an 
English city) (7) 

11/12 Sally's and my explanation for how the 
magician made Tom appear? (3,3,2,3,3) 

14 Say what's missing from 22 20's B 24 Book (5) 

16 Religious teachings steal heart of Mole's friend, 
which is unusual (6) 

19 Still hurts with head removed from joints (6) 

20 F-files a legal action about writer and illustrator 
found after (the short form of) 22 (5) 

23 5 of owl-cry uncommon, we hear, for plant organ 
(4,4) 

24 Struggle of abstainer in the hay (6) 

27 Cybernaut 10 going over one religion from the 
East (7) 

28 Jog wrong deity from the East (7) 

29 Perceptive hatcher's 22 hero has torn a 22, 
perhaps! (6,5,1,3) 

Down 

1 Bird said to have uncertain twisting force (5,3) 

2 Aren't yet prepared to appeal (8) 

3 Conquest is endless for her (5) 

4 Stiffens when legs crossed (4) 

5 Ladle Greek goddess made, initially from a 10's 
transpositions (10) 

6 Newbies see python uncoil (9) 

7 Hot rowing crew, lack of which is irrelevant to 
personhood according to 29 (6) 

8 A very small time? (6) 

13 Birdsong on 10's at an unspecified position, or a 
very small fraction (10) 

15 If I harange husband over leak, that'll give me a 22 
20 work (3,3,3) 

17 Having a greater pitch, exceed in confusing? (8) 

18 Acquiesce to making use of a stetson (6,2) 

21 Creature with a heart two sizes too small to smile 
at church (6) 

22 Court entrance clasping fudge (6) 

25 Acting, for example, is a form of protection (5) 

26 Thought perfect after docking (4) 

 


